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Ahead of the game
W

imbledon may claim to be the oldest tennis
tournament in the world, dating from 1877, but
Bedford Park was quick to follow, establishing its own
tennis club in 1880 and holding the ﬁrst club tournament in
July 1881. In another progressive step, the Bedford Park Lawn
Tennis club ran tournaments for both men and women from the
outset, whereas Wimbledon only added a Ladies’ Singles
competition in 1884. During this time tennis quickly became
popular with the middle classes, replacing croquet as a garden
party game, allowing men and women to play together and
socialise.

Top Lithograph view of Tower House showing the asphalt
playing surface on the left
Above Drawing by Joseph Nash of play in progress,
illustrating an article on Bedford Park by Moncure Conway,
published by Harper’s New Monthly Magazine in March
1881. Conway’s house is in the background

The club’s courts were ﬁrst sited between Tower House (now the
St Catherine Court ﬂats) and Newton Grove. Bedford Park
founder J T Carr provided the two courts, one of asphalt and one
of grass, at a cost of £210 but at the ﬁrst AGM held on 14
February 1881, it was reported that the grass court had been
found to be unsatisfactory, and had been covered with tar. The
smaller court, the original asphalt one, also proved
unsatisfactory and Carr agreed to spend £150 on having it
completely re-laid; a job completed in March 1883. The club
was subsequently extended to larger grounds between Esmond
and Ramillies Roads, which by 1892 housed six grass courts, two
courts for children and a club house serving teas in an opensided pavilion This site became allotments during World War II
and is now council ﬂats.
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Prize racquets
The very ﬁrst wooden tennis racquet was made in 1874 in
London by Major Walter C Wingﬁeld who registered his patent
for tennis equipment and produced printed rules for the
outdoor lawn tennis game that is generally considered the ﬁrst
version of what we play today. Racquets were given as ﬁrst
prizes in the ﬁrst club tournament to winners of men’s and
women’s singles and doubles contests. The following year
Jonathan Carr donated a cup for the winner of a singles
competition open to both sexes, but with a handicapping
system. The prizes for the men’s and women’s singles and
doubles were £15 each and two prize racquets were donated by
the club president, Douglas Kingsford, a barrister who lived at
20, The Avenue, presumably to the runners-up in the singles.
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Links with
Kew Gardens
The Society is very fortunate to have Sir Donald Insall, CBE,
as its patron. Described as “one of the leading conservation
architects of his generation,” he is the founder of Donald
Insall Associates, a prominent architectural practice and
historic buildings consultancy.

A racquet (shown below) presented in 1883 as a second prize
was acquired by a local resident when he moved to Queen
Anne’s Grove in 2011. As a keen collector of tennis memorabilia,
he had no hesitation in purchasing the racquet when it was
oﬀered to him by a specialist who realised that the link to
Bedford Park would be irresistible. The Bedford Park Gazette
recorded that recipients of the racquets, as the winners of the
second prizes in the 1883 Gentlemen’s and Ladies’ Singles
Handicaps, were Mr E Lewis and Miss Daniell. Mr E Lewis also
won the Gentlemen’s Doubles and Mixed Doubles while his
father won the Gentlemen’s Singles Handicap.

Earlier this year, the practice completed the major ﬁve-year
project of restoring the Temperate House at Kew Gardens –
the world’s largest Victorian glasshouse – home to an
internationally important collection of temperate zone
plants, including some of the rarest and most threatened.

Engraving:
Bedford Park LTC,
Tournament, July
17th, 1883

Designed by Decimus Burton, the Grade I listed building was
ﬁrst opened in 1863 but had not been renovated since the
1970s. A full restoration conserved the ironwork structure,
fully renewed the building services and left the building
with a secure, long-term, sustainable future as a horticultural
glasshouse. The project involved the removal of 69,000
individual elements for cleaning, repair or replacement with
the objective of retaining as much of the original design as
possible. Detailed research brought a new understanding of
the original Victorian design and new glazing, mechanical
ventilation systems, path and bedding arrangements all took
their founding principles from Decimus Burton’s own
drawings, held within Kew’s archives. Donald Insall
Associates has also worked on other projects at Kew
Gardens including the Palm House, Campanile and Marianne
North Gallery.
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A life in
Bedford Park
Ted Holloway who died in September aged 97 was a resident of
Bedford Park for 80 years. As co-founder of the Bedford Park
Festival and a founder member of the Society, he maintained a
close interest in the preservation of Bedford Park and its
community spirit throughout his adult life. Some of Ted’s
memories, dating back to his arrival in the suburb in 1932, were
captured in an interview last year.
Ted lived at 34 Woodstock Road, 9 Blenheim Road, Rusthall
Mansions, South Parade and ﬁnally at 28 Blenheim Road for 40
years. “We came to Bedford Park, because my parents were
living in Nottingham, where my father worked in Boots, but at
that stage of his career he moved to London, and we wanted to
be near my grandparents,” he explained. Ted attended Chiswick
County Grammar School in Burlington Lane (now Chiswick
School) where he met his future wife, Joanne Walton. At that
time it was separated into a boys’ and a girls’ school where the
girls were forbidden to speak to boys even on the way home,
but after seeing Joanne in the bus queue, he knew she was
someone he wanted to get to know. They were inseparable
from that time, close friends for many years, eventually
marrying in 1973 after the death of their parents.

Childhood memories
Ted’s memories include the time when some of the original
residents still lived in Bedford Park, although even back in the
1930s people were ﬁnding the houses too large and
commuters were being attracted to more modern houses in new
developments further out of London. Many larger houses were
converted into ﬂats and some were demolished to be replaced
by blocks of modern ﬂats, such as Ormsby Lodge in The Avenue
and St Catherine’s Court built on the site that had previously
been Tower House, designed by Norman Shaw for Jonathan
Carr, the suburb’s founder. As children, Ted and Joanne were
aware of live-in servants in the grander houses where the
tradition of leaving the front room curtains open while the maid
served dinner allowed them to see the occupants and their
guests in full view! “The servants lived at the top of the houses
and wore a uniform with white aprons and caps,” observed Ted
and the owners referred to themselves as “the people who live
in the Park, thinking it gave them a bit of character.”

Narrow escape
As WWII approached, the increasing number of houses let as
ﬂats or run as boarding houses attracted younger, single people
who lived in the suburb for a relatively short period and had
little interest in the neighbourhood; moving away once they
married. Ted recalled that at one stage he and Joanne were the
only children living in Woodstock Road. Ted was away in the
RAF during the war but remembers his mother’s prescience in
1939 when she declared: “We’re not going to stay here,
because this house is going to be bombed,” insisting they leave

Ted and Joanne on their wedding day in 1973

9, Blenheim Road. She was proved correct and the house was
indeed destroyed by a bomb, one of around 30 Bedford Park
properties damaged by bombs during the war, which also
included the complete destruction of the School of Art in Bath
Road.
The suburb became more neglected with older owners not able
to take proper care of their homes and landlords of converted
houses not interested in maintenance. By the 1950s it was
known as “Poverty Park.” When Ted’s grandparents moved to
the area, his grandfather said: “Well, if I could aﬀord to live in
this neighbourhood, I’d live somewhere else!” Ted was one of
the very ﬁrst members of the Bedford Park Society when it was
formed in 1963. He was elected to the Committee the following
year and became Vice President in 2008. He was a
churchwarden at St Michael & All Angels for over 30 years and
helped develop the Bedford Park Festival programmes,
including the organisation of Green Day, concerts and Open
Gardens. For many years he and Joanne hosted a highly popular
garden party, carrying on a tradition initiated by his mother,
which combined music, art and homemade cakes.
Initially training as an industrial chemist, Ted followed his
preferred career in teaching after the war. He became head of
Christchurch Primary School in Battersea where he helped
introduce Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget’s methods to Britain
and wrote several books introducing Piaget’s theories. He then
moved into teacher training, becoming principal lecturer at
Sidney Webb College of Education in 1962, retiring in 1980.
With thanks to Sandra Grant and Nigel Woolner for their help in
compiling this article.
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Paris suburb
shared history
The suburb of Le Vésinet on the outskirts of Paris took shape
around the time that Jonathan Carr was embarking on the
development of Bedford Park with an interesting mixture of
parallels and diﬀerences. Le Vésinet was a speculative
development on a parcel of land that had belonged to the Duc
de Mornay, an illegitimate half-brother of Emperor Napoleon III.
Like Bedford Park, its birth as a residential suburb was
prompted by the arrival of the railway in 1862, aﬀording a
twenty-six minute ride to Paris’ Gare St Lazare. This attracted
residents from the very fashionable to the simple bourgeoisie,
clerks and artisans.
The dwellings of Le Vésinet are set within a park-like setting of
alleys, lakes, waterways and woods, designed by the architect
Pierre de Lavenne, Compte de Choulot. He had spent time in
Britain studying landscape gardens and this is reﬂected in his
plan of irregular alleys, while the Serpentine can be detected in
the arrangement of a series of curvaceous ponds. Houses had
to be set back 33 feet from the roads and lanes while fences
onto paths were limited to three feet in height so that the parklike ambience was preserved. The houses erected on the plots –
there were no standard designs as in Bedford Park – are in a
range of styles, rustic, ‘brick and stone’ historical and classical
styles.
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Like Bedford Park, Le Vésinet confronts twenty-ﬁrst century
threats to its integrity from the pressures of development.
Conserved under France’s historic buildings regulations, the
current detailed conservation proposals emphasise issues such
as halting the division of the large plots – a particular problem
in recent years – the conservation of over 350 listed trees and
the preservation of the views and vistas.
The guiding idea of Le Vésinet was the creation of a residential
suburb in the setting of a country park, quite diﬀerent from
Carr’s idea of creating a village community. It has to be said that
it would be Carr’s concept, combining a denser settlement and
a stronger social dimension, that has achieved a world-wide
following not matched by Choulot’s. Nonetheless, Le Vésinet’s
park-like ambience still attracts a prosperous Parisian crowd
and remains today as beguiling as ever.

Photograph by Moonik – own work, CC commons.wikimedia.org

More volunteers on board
New volunteers are
continuing to join the
Society, helping us do our
work more eﬀectively and
bringing new ideas. The
Infrastructure and
Environment Committee has
beneﬁtted from the skills
and experience of a number
of new members, including
Raj Parkash who was
recently appointed Chair of
the Committee. Following this year’s AGM, he has also joined
the Society’s Executive Committee as a Trustee. This
committee is responsible for ensuring the Society is properly
managed in accordance with its objects and rules and takes
decisions on expenditure and all policy changes.
The Infrastructure and Environment Committee tackles a
wide range of issues on behalf of the Bedford Park
Community. “The 11 hard working members of our team ﬁnd
ourselves dealing with anything, from street signs, lighting,
parking, transport, waste and recycling to broader challenges
that aﬀect the quality of the environment in the area, such as

the Heathrow Third Runway. It’s a constant challenge
responding to residents’ concerns and the ever-increasing
number of council developments across two diﬀerent
boroughs,” said Raj.
He explained his decision to become more involved in the
Society: ‘I have lived in Bedford Park for the past 17 years
and in the Chiswick area since 1987 and so I have a
longstanding familiarity with and aﬀection for Bedford Park. I
am keen to make a contribution to preserving the character
of this wonderful treasure and help the Society continue to
demonstrate its responsiveness to the needs of members
and to be an eﬀective mouthpiece for their concerns.” Raj has
brought a wealth of relevant experience, both from his career
as a commercial lawyer with the leading international law
ﬁrm Cliﬀord Chance, and his work for the not-for-proﬁt
sector. He has just ended his term as Vice-Chair of the Lyric
Theatre Hammersmith, is a Governor of City Lit, and has been
a lay member of the Chiswick Area Forum. He has also been
Head of Legal and Compliance at Comic Relief. He feels that
his background will be invaluable in contributing to the
development of the Society’s governance, necessary to
reﬂect its growth in membership and the increase in the
complexity of its areas of activity.
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Glorious
glass

Thanks to Ellen Rooney www.ellenrooney.com
for the photographs and everyone who kindly
gave access to their homes.
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M

any of the wonderful examples of stained glass in
Bedford Park houses celebrate the creative expression
of the Aesthetic movement. Rebelling against Victorian
materiality and modern industrialism, Aesthetic artists placed a
premium on quality craftsmanship. Original glass from the time
of Bedford Park’s creation illustrates Aesthetic themes of
exploring colour, form, and composition in the pursuit of beauty.
Moving away from the elaborate décor and detail of Victorian
style, there is often use of more subdued colours, geometric
designs, and simpliﬁed linear forms.
Initially introduced for the practical purpose of increasing light
in stairwells, the stained glass also allowed owners to
demonstrate their artistic taste as well as their wealth! Over the
years, residents replacing original glass that could not be
preserved have been inspired to commission stunning modern
versions while others have sourced replacements from the
period, reﬂecting the inﬂuence of people such as John Ruskin
and William Morris on the suburb’s founder Jonathan Carr. The
examples illustrated represent just a ﬂavour of the rich variety
the suburb oﬀers. Others are published on the Society’s website
www.bedfordpark.org.uk under Bedford Park – Galleries and we
would be delighted to include more. Please contact us if your
house features interesting stained glass.
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Figure 1: part of an Ordnance Survey map
based on 1893 data, showing the beginnings of
post-Carr development, especially in Esmond,
Fielding, and Blandford Road. Reproduced with
kind permission of Alan Godfrey Maps

Navigating outer Bedford Park
Anyone who attempts to navigate the outer part of
Bedford Park – between Southﬁeld Road and Jonathan
Carr’s boundary at Marlborough Crescent and Blenheim
Road – simply by a sense of direction, soon ﬁnds the
need for a map. The area is compartmentalised with
surprisingly poor connections between the
“compartments.”
To take an extreme example: to get from the west end of Vanbrugh Road to the
junction of Rusthall Avenue and Eridge Road, a distance of around 100 yards in a
straight line, involves a journey of three quarters of a mile via South Parade or of over
half a mile via The Avenue. The building history of this area, which mainly took place
in the decade from 1895, explains why this problem exists. Although by 1882
Jonathan Carr, the founder of Bedford Park, had acquired rights of one sort or another
over most of the area, his ﬁnancial failure prevented him from developing it as a
coherent extension of his original plan. The vacant plots fell into the hands of several
builders, each of whom concentrated solely on his own holding.
The map (Fig.1) shows the division of the outer area considered to belong to Bedford
Park at the time when Jonathan Carr eﬀectively ceased operations. The history of the
various plots explains the next stage of development.

Southﬁeld East (7)
Jonathan Carr acquired this plot in 1880,
as part of a package with the much more
signiﬁcant Laurel Cottage site, on which
Newton Grove, The Orchard, and South
Parade were laid out. He was able to
develop part of Blandford Road and built
two houses in Fielding Road before
fading out. The two roads were then
ﬁnished by about 1895 in a relatively
similar style by the builder Charles
Roberts.
Southﬁeld Central (6)
In 1881, Jonathan Carr concluded, but
did not fulﬁl, a Building Agreement
covering this plot, which straddles The
Avenue. The land was eventually sold in
1896 to a builder, Joseph Hall who, in
collaboration with a surveyor, Edwin
Evans, built up the western ends of
Blandford and Fielding Roads with
terraces of houses. Hall and Evans also
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Figure 2: On the left, Carr’s original proposed
layout of roads on Peacock’s Field and the
Peacock Cottage site, 1882.
On the right, the roads in the Chiswick area of
Bedford Park, which were completed essentially
as Jonathan Carr had planned.
Copyright MDR/1882/10/376 London
Metropolitan Archives, City of London

acquired the unbuilt northern part of
Southﬁeld East, and put up identical
terraces on Whellock Road across the
two plots. The roads on these two plots
are adequately connected with Carr’s
Bedford Park via The Avenue and
Woodstock Road.
Southﬁeld West (2)
Carr’s unfulﬁlled Building Agreement of
1881 also covered this plot, which was
eventually sold in 1899 to James Watts, a
surveyor, who built Brookﬁeld Road from
The Avenue along the southern
boundary, and connected it to Southﬁeld
Road by Shirley, Strauss, and Bonheur
Roads. No connection to the south was
made.
The Western plots (1, 3, 4, 5)
The freehold of the 16-acre Peacock
Cottage (5) and 6-acre Peacock’s Field (4)
sites were bought by Carr in 1882 and
passed to Bedford Park Limited, which
immediately mortgaged them to the Rock
Life Assurance Company. The mortgage
record includes a plan for the
development of the area, reproduced
here (Fig.2), which shows some ingenuity
in laying out roads to provide
connections to the existing Bedford Park

and to make use of the awkwardlyshaped site. However, no development
took place until Rock Life, which had by
this time foreclosed on the mortgage,
decided in 1890 to develop the land
itself. Work started at the southern end,
under a Building Agreement with Alfred
Haller Kendall, who concentrated initially
on Esmond Road, which he eventually
joined to an extension of Bedford Road
from its original end at Marlborough
Crescent. In order to make the
connection, Peacock Cottage had to be
demolished and Orchard House, now 1
Vanbrugh Road (currently being rebuilt)
was provided in its place for Henry
Richardson, the market gardener who ran
the orchard on the Peacock Cottage site.
In 1898, Acton Urban District Council
approved a plan for roads for the land up
to Southﬁeld West.
In the meantime, however, the Turnham
Green Estate Company had in late 1897
acquired 24½ acres to the west (3), and
had started on the development of West
Bedford Park, whose principal roads are
Rusthall Avenue and St Alban’s Avenue. It
made rapid progress, and had developed
all its land, up to its northern limit at
Speldhurst Road, by 1904. The original

layout was almost entirely closed oﬀ
from the neighbouring developments,
but the Company did lay out Speldhurst
Road with an open end at the boundary
of the Peacock Cottage site. The
Company also acquired a sinuous strip of
land on the east side of the Mead Lodge
site (1) to extend St Alban’s Avenue from
its original end at Speldhurst Road up to
Southﬁeld Road. There was no
connection to the west until rebuilding
after destruction due to the Second
World War enabled Somerset Road to be
joined to St Alban’s Avenue. The
awkward boundaries of the site, which
complement those of the Peacock
Cottage site, again result in some
oddities in layout. Had the two plots
been developed by the same agency, a
much more satisfactory plan would have
resulted.
The development of the Peacock Cottage
site had still not progressed very far by
the turn of the century, and in 1902,
James Watts, the developer of Southﬁeld
West, bought its northern 5½ acres. He
extended Speldhurst Road to join The
Avenue, and continued Hall’s and Evans’s
western end of Fielding Road to join
Speldhurst Road through a right-angle
turn.
This development prevented the
completion of the 1898 plan for the
Peacock Cottage site north of Bedford
Road, which was accordingly modiﬁed to
link Ramillies Road with Marlborough
Crescent across the north end of Esmond
Road. Building in Ramillies Road did not
begin until about 1905, and took about
20 years to complete.
This article was researched and written by
David Budworth, Historical Adviser to the
Society.
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An ideal front garden
The typically small front gardens of
Bedford Park still oﬀer a challenge to
those of us with little time for gardening.
Although paving can seem an attractive
solution, the Royal Horticultural Society
and local councils caution against the
wrong type of paving or using too much.
Ealing Council’s “Front Gardens Project”
actually lists 43 reasons not to pave!

Gardens soak up rain whereas less porous paving, tarmac and
concrete increase the amount of rainwater that runs oﬀ by as
much as 50 percent. This additional water can cause overﬂow in
street drains, local ﬂooding or subsidence. Non- permeable
paving reduces or prevents rain getting into the ground. This
can cause the soil to shrink, especially if it is predominantly
clay, with the risk of severe cracks in garden walls, paths and
houses. At the same time, loss of vegetation contributes to a
range of environmental issues, such as higher temperatures,
increased noise and dust, less carbon dioxide absorbed, fewer
birds and pollinating insects. Vegetation plays a signiﬁcant part
in regulating urban temperatures while hard surfaces absorb
heat during the day, releasing it at night and making it hotter
and more diﬃcult to sleep. Permeable material is
recommended for any paving with hard surfaces kept to a
minimum and space left for borders, plants, hedges and
climbers. A surface that lets water through, together with a
permeable hardcore layer below, allows rainwater to drain
naturally through the soil.
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looking after and, in combination, look
attractive all year round. The choice of
plants depends on individual tastes but
correct selection is vital because every
plant stands out and becomes important
where space is limited. A mix of shrubs
and perennials will produce the widest
variety of seasonal interest; foliage
shape and colour should be given as
much consideration as ﬂowers, also
bearing in mind which plants tolerate
shady conditions.
For ideas, see the RHS website RHS in
Bloom and It’s Your Neighbourhood.
Under planning rules, hard surfacing
of more than ﬁve square metres of a
front garden is permitted only where
the surface is rendered permeable.
Use of impermeable materials
requires planning permission.

Combine planting and
paving
A variety of building materials adds
interest to the garden. Brick or gravel
paths work well combined with york
ﬂagstones and a herringbone brick path
can be intriguing, setting oﬀ plants to an
advantage. Gravel is the most economical
and easily available material. It comes in
many colours, depending on where it was
quarried. There are also recycled
products, such as eco-aggregates, which
include by-products of the ceramics
industry. Brick pavers have the
appearance of traditional block paving,
but their interlocking shape ensures
rainwater can penetrate the tiny gaps,
provided they are installed correctly on
compacted aggregate so the water can
drain away freely. Matrix pavers or
cellular paving, which are hexagonal cells
made from recycled plastic, hold an
aggregate, such as resin-bonded gravel.
Natural stone like yorkstone, either newly
sawn or reclaimed, Sandstone,
Limestone, Granite, and Slate are also
options and material like yorkstone can
be laid with larger gaps between so
rainwater can percolate into the ground.
Busy householders can select plants for
front gardens that need the minimum
amount of care and attention. A walk
around Bedford Park provides a wealth of

ideas and help in the planning process,
demonstrating examples of opting for an
emphasis on evergreens or ﬂowering
plants with imaginative planting and use
of borders. There are many shrubs,
perennial ﬂowers, self-seeding annuals
and small trees, which do not need much

If you are thinking of building any
kind of screening structure, Listed
Building Consent should be obtained
for any listed houses. All other
houses in the Conservation Area
need planning permission for
anything that aﬀects the front
elevation or street side of the house,
so permission is required for a
permanent screening structure to be
erected in front gardens. Houses in
the wider Bedford Park area only
need permission if the structure is
part of the front fence and is more
than 1 metre high.

OUR ORAL HISTORy PROJECT
The Society is continuing work on an Oral History Project, which will build a picture
of the past history of Bedford Park and conserve a record of residents’ memories
and experiences of living in Bedford Park. The ﬁrst interviews with residents have
now been completed.
A central theme of the project will be the changes in Bedford Park that have
occurred since the 1960s – changes in the social structure of the area, in the way
of life of the residents and the physical changes to the interiors and exteriors of
homes. Many of the speciﬁc themes we want to look at – social life, musical and
cultural life; education and schools in Bedford Park; work and employment; the role
of the church in the life of the community – relate to this broad development.
Once a signiﬁcant number of interviews have been completed, the Society will
begin to publish the results of the work as a series of papers on speciﬁc themes.
If you would like to participate or if you have ideas about people or neighbours who
might be interested in participating, please contact us by email:
information@bedfordpark.org.uk or by writing to: 10, Blenheim Road W4 1UA.
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Spotlight on a local resident
Polly Devlin
Polly Devlin OBE is an author, journalist, broadcaster,
ﬁlmmaker, art critic and American university professor.
How important is your environment to
you when you’re writing? Do you work
from home?
yes, I work from home and environment
is very important, not that it helps as I
avoid work like the plague. I have the
perfect oﬃce for working, which I go into
as little as possible!
What do you like most about living in
Bedford Park?
The harmony of the houses, the proper
community, the greenery, the peaceful
walks along wide peaceful streets, the
bustle of Turnham Green and the lovely
church. The whole is like an ideal small
village with a great cosmos within reach

Polly was brought up in a remote area of
Ireland, and her ﬁrst job when she was
20, was as features editor for Vogue,
where she worked with famous
photographers including Irving Penn,
Richard Avedon, Tony Snowdon and
David Bailey and interviewed Bob Dylan,
John Lennon, Andy Warhol and other
major ﬁgures of the 1960s. She has
written for The Observer, The Sunday
Times, the Evening Standard, the New
Statesman and other newspapers and
magazines. She moved to Manhattan and
worked for Diana Vreeland as a features
writer before her marriage when she
moved back to England.
She has been a literary judge for the Irish
Times and the Booker Prize; attended
the National Film School for four years
and directed a one-hour
documentary The Daisy Chain.
In 1994 she was awarded an OBE for
services to Literature. In addition to her
three acclaimed books, All Of Us There,
The Far Side of the Lough and Dora: or The
Shifts of the Heart, she is also the author
of the Vogue Book of Fashion
Photography, a Guide Book to Dublin, a
book of essays, Only Sometimes Looking

Sideways, and A Year in the Life of an
English Meadow, co-written with her
husband Andy Garnett, illustrating the
extraordinary diversity of English
wildﬂowers in their natural habitat, sadly
now in rapid decline. She has just
published a new book New York Places to
Write Home About.
When did you move to Bedford Park and
what brought you here?
We moved here almost by accident in
2008. I love architecture and came to see
the Norman Shaw houses and fell in love!
Have you done much work on your house
and garden over the years?
A huge amount! The house is listed so it
was mostly cosmetic. It needed a lot of
work, restoring ceilings, doors, ﬁreplaces,
things like that. Outside I have a veggie
garden as well as a ﬂower garden and I
grow rhubarb, apples, greengages,
gooseberries, raspberries, pears. Not in
any great quantities but it’s wonderful to
pick and eat fruit and vegetables in a
Chiswick garden!

We had a house in Holland Park for a
long time and I knew more people in
Bedford Park within a year than in 10
years in Holland Park.
Do you have any spare time to become
involved in any local community
activities?
What with teaching, my grandchildren,
my work and gardening I tend to have an
overcrowded life so I’m not able to be
much involved. But I join in the Bedford
Park Festival garden open scheme every
second year and I try to contribute in
other ways. One of the nicest things
about the open gardens is that I meet the
other gardeners in the area and also
when children come they love picking
the gooseberries and raspberries. For
some it’s the ﬁrst time they’ve done that.
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